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Abstract - A biotelemetry study was undertaken during spring 1995 to
identify black crappie (Pomoxis nigromaculatus) nesting sites in two
South Dakota water bodies. Individually coded ultrasonic transmitters
were implanted into the body cavity of 15 adult male black crappie in each
water body prior to spawning. Available habitat characteristics were recorded at 75 randomly selected sites within each water body, and habitat
characteristics at nesting sites were recorded for each male black crappie
believed to be nesting. Of the habitat characteristics analyzed, only substrate firmness did not differ (P=0.79) between water bodies. In Richmond Lake, black crappie selected nesting sites with live cattails (Typha
spp.) that were protected from prevailing south winds. In Brant Lake,
black crappie selected nest sites with vegetation (usually woody debris)
and silty substrate that had warmer water and were protected from wind
and waves. It appeared that black crappie nested in the most protected
areas available.
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Introduction

Recruitment processes are typically complex in
many fish populations (Houde 1989; DeVries &
Stein 1990). Thus, research into such processes
often must focus on specific periods and occurrences. Numerous studies have examined recruitment processes of crappies (Pornoxis spp.) (Mitzner 1981, 1984; Gabelhouse 1984; Guy & Willis
1995b; Pope et al. 1996); however, no study has
specifically targeted nest site selection, which is an
obvious prerequisite to recruitment. Mitzner (1987,
1991) examined relations between the relative
abundance of larval crappies (<15 days old) and
the nearby spawning habitat in Rathbun Lake,
Iowa. However, caution must be exercised when relating larval catches to nesting areas because larvae can quickly disperse throughout a water body
once they leave the nest.
Thus, a biotelemetry study was undertaken during spring 1995 to 1) identify black crappie (P.nigromaculutus) nesting sites in two South Dakota

water bodies and 2) compare and contrast nesting
site characteristics and habitat availability in the
two water bodies. Such knowledge about black
crappie nesting sites should help biologists better
understand overall recruitment processes. For example, if black crappie nesting habitat is limited
in South Dakota natural lakes, then appropriate
habitat improvement may provide more consistent
recruitment of black crappie.
Study sites
Richmond Lake

Richmond Lake is a 336-ha impoundment in
northeastern South Dakota. The impoundment
has a shoreline development index of 5.8, mean
depth of 4.6 m, maximum depth of 8.8 m, morphoedaphic index of 71 and does not thermally
stratify during the summer. The watershed is primarily agricultural land - 48% is row crops and
52% is pasture (Koth 1981). The black crappie
population is characterized by high density
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(Guy & Willis 1993), slow growth (Guy & Willis
1995a), and consistent recruitment (Guy & Willis
1995b).
Brant Lake

Brant Lake is a 405-ha natural lake in eastern
South Dakota. The lake has a shoreline development index of 1.2, mean depth of 3.4 m, maximum
depth of 4.3 m, morphoedaphic index of 191 and
does not thermally stratify during the summer.
The watershed is primarily agricultural land - 93%
is row crops and 7% is pasture (Koth 1981). The
black crappie population is characterized by low
density (Guy & Willis 1993), fast growth (Guy &
Willis 1995a), and inconsistent recruitment [i.e.,
missing year classes are common (Guy & Willis
1995b)].
Material and methods

Due to low visibility (<0.1 m) in these two water
bodies, visual location of nesting black crappies
using SCUBA equipment or snorkeling was not
possible. Thus, we were forced to rely on biotelemetry to locate black crappie nesting sites. Recent
advances in biotelemetry have allowed movement
assessments of crappies. Markham et al. (1991)
documented white crappie (P.annuluris) summer
movement patterns and habitat preferences in an
Ohio impoundment. Guy et al. (1992) studied
movements of adult black crappie in a South Dakota glacial lake, while Guy et al. (1994) determined
monthly and die1 movements of white crappie in a
South Dakota glacial lake.
Prespawn adult black crappie were collected
with trap (modified fyke) nets on 29 April 1995 in
Richmond Lake and 2-10 May 1995 in Brant
Lake. Suspected males were verified by extracting
milt. Individually coded ultrasonic transmitters
(40-mm length; 8- mm diameter; weight, 3.0 g in
water; life span, 47 days) were implanted in the
body cavity of 15 male black crappie from each
water body [mean total length ( T L ) t l standard
error (SE)=230-+3 mm at Richmond Lake; mean
T L t 1 SE=25426 mm at Brant Lake] using surgical procedures similar to Hart & Summerfelt
(1975). Ultrasonic transmitters were best suited for
this study because conductivity typically exceeded
600 pS/cm in both study waters (Winter 1983).
Fish were released immediately after surgery. Data
were not collected until 7 days after implantation
to allow fish to acclimate to transmitters (Guy et
al. 1992, 1994). Because location of spawning sites
(not fish movement) was our primary interest, fish
locations were made weekly (17 May-22 June
1995) during daylight hours. Male black crappie
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found at the same location for several weeks in a
row were considered to be on nests (Guy et al.
1992, 1994).
Water depth (nearest cm), surface water temperature (“C), Secchi depth (nearest cm), distance
to shore (nearest m), shore gradient, substrate
firmness, maximum fetch (the distance to the farthest shore measured to the nearest km), south
fetch (the distance to the shore due south measured to the nearest km), and total dissolved solids
(g/l) were measured at presumed nest sites on 5-6
June in Richmond Lake and on 9, 13 and 15 June
in Brant Lake. Substrate type and vegetation type
within 1 m of the site were subjectively categorized.
Substrate type was categorized as silt, sand, gravel,
or rock (usually rip-rap). Vegetation type was categorized as no vegetation present, submerged vegetation, live emergent vegetation [always cattails
(T’phu spp.)], dead emergent vegetation (always
cattails) or woody debris. Shore gradient was
measured as the drop in elevation (nearest cm) over
a horizontal distance of 5 m from shore. Substrate
firmness was measured as the distance that a 32mm-diameter wooden pole sank into the substrate
when a 9.3-kg weight was placed on top of it
(Mitzner 1987). Maximum and south fetches were
determined using a topographical map. South
fetch was chosen because the yearly mean wind resultant direction during 1988-1994 in South Dakota was from the south (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration data for Sioux Falls,
South Dakota).
All of the above variables, except water depth,
were also measured at 75 randomly selected sites
around the 0.7-m depth contour on each water
body. We chose the 0.7-m contour because that
was the approximate mean depth of suspected
black crappie nests. Because temperature, Secchi
depth, and total dissolved solids are affected by
time of sampling, a circuit was made around each
water body as quickly as possible to measure these
three variables. The circuit was started at 1000 and
was completed at 1330 on 6 June at Richmond
Lake and at 1530 on 13 June at Brant Lake.
Nonparametric statistics were used to analyze
data. In particular, we wanted to test 1) our a
priori expectation that available habitat differed
between systems, and 2) whether or not black
crappie selected certain habitat characteristics for
nest sites within each system. Our first null hypothesis was that no difference in habitat characteristics from the 75 random sites existed between the
impoundment and natural lake. To test this hypothesis, we used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov twosample test to test for differences in the distribution of continuous habitat characteristics and
the chi-square test for homogeneity to test for dif-
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ferences in the distribution of categorized habitat
characteristics between Richmond and Brant lakes. We also tested windward south fetch (south
fetch with observations of zero deleted) because
south fetch on a southern shore will be zero regardless of water body shape.
Our second null hypothesis was that habitat
characteristics at nesting sites did not differ from
those at random sites within each water body. To
test this hypothesis, we used the chi-square goodness-of-fit test to assess differences in the distribution of continuous habitat characteristics because of the small sample size for nesting sites. To
use the chi-square goodness-of-fit test, we summarized the data for each characteristic based on the
distribution of nesting site data and used the percent of random sites within each category to calculate expected nest site frequencies. In some cases,
categories were combined to obtain an expected
frequency L 1 as recommended by Cochran (1 952,
1954). The chi-square test for homogeneity was

- a ‘
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Table 1. Statistical comparisons of the distribution of continuous (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) and categorized (chi-square test for homogeneity) habitat
characteristics (see text for a description of each characteristic) at randomly
selected sites between Brant and Richmond lakes collected during June 1995.
The asymptotic Kolmogorov-Srnirnov statistic (KSa) or chi-square statistic
(x2)with degrees of freedom (df), and the probability (0of obselving a larger
test statistic are provided. The distributions being tested are presented in Fig.
2.
Characteristic
Surface temperature
Total dissolved solids
Maximum fetch
Secchi depth
Vegetation type
Substrate type
Windward south fetcha
Distance to shore
South fetch
Shore gradient
Substrate firmness
a

KSa

P

5.2256
4.7357
3.3476
2.4495

0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

1.7545
1.3880
1.3064
1.2247
0.6532

x2

df

P

21.304
14.568

4
3

0.0003
0.0022

0.0042
0.0424
0.0659
0.0996
0.7870

Testing of the south fetch distribution for sites on northern shores (i.e., sites
with no south fetch were deleted for this test).

also used to test for differences in the distribution
of substrate and vegetation characteristics between
nesting and random sites within Richmond and
Brant lakes.
ResuIts
Fish locations

Brant

During tracking, we located six male black crappie
in Richmond Lake and nine in Brant Lake. However, based on weekly locations and movement by
some individuals during tracking, we believe that
only five of those locations in Richmond Lake and
six of those locations in Brant Lake were actually
nesting sites (Fig. I). The 11 male black crappie
that we believed to have nested did so 0.4-6.0 km
from their site of capture and transmitter implantation (Fig. 1). Despite the fact that we could not
verify nests by SCUBA diving or snorkeling, we
established each fish location within 1 m or less.
Each nesting location was often near one particular physical feature and males remained there for
several weeks. The depth at nesting sites for black
crappie ranged from 0.4-0.8 m in both water
bodies.

H
1 km

N

49I

50

Fig. 1. Maps of Richmond and Brant lakes, South Dakota,
showing the capture sites (stars) where 15 male black crappie
in each water body were implanted with ultrasonic transmitters
and the individual sites (circles) where males nested during the
spring 1995. Tag numbers are provided to show movement of
males from capture site to presumed nest site (Note: scales for
these two water bodies are different; in Richmond Lake, fish 11
and 49 were captured at the same site; in Brant Lake, fish 19,
41, and 44 were captured at the same site).

Habitat characteristics

Of all habitat characteristics analyzed, only substrate firmness did not differ (P=0.79) between
water bodies (Table 1). In Richmond Lake as compared to Brant Lake, water temperatures were
warmer, Secchi depths were greater, total dissolved
solids were lower, vegetation was more abundant,
185
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Richmond
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and maximum and south fetches were less (Fig. 2).
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In Richmond Lake, 80% af the black crappie nests
were in the west arm of the impoundment (Fig. 1).
Two nesting sites in the west arm were located in
the extreme upper end of the arm, while no nesting
sites were observed in the upper end of the north
arm (Fig. 1). The difference in the number of nesting sites in each arm may be a function of habitat.
A well-defined creek channel with expanses of cattail growth off either side was present in the west
arm, while the north arm was characterized by
more extensive cattail stands with no defined creek
channel. In addition, 60% of the black crappie nest
sites were located in the middle of the cattail
stands, not near the edge where we expected to find
them. Nests were often so far back in the cattails
that we had to be within 10 m of some fish to even
receive a faint signal from their transmitters.
In Brant Lake, all black crappie nest sites were
located in the west bay (Fig. 1). We observed that
67% of the black crappie nests were under fallen
trees, usually located near (within 3 m) cattail
stands. We found only one nest in the middle of a
cattail stand; cattails were much less common in
Brant Lake than in Richmond Lake (Fig. 2).
In Richmond Lake, most habitat characteristics
at black crappie nest sites were similar to the available habitat characteristics of the impoundment
(Table 2, Fig. 2). Only vegetation type and south
fetch at nest sites were not used in proportion to
their availability (Table 2). Black crappie selected
nesting sites with live cattails that were protected

Vegetation type

Table 2. Statistical comparisons of habitat characteristics (see text for a description of each characteristic) between presumed black crappie nest sites
and random sites in Richmond Lake sampled during June 1995. The chisquare statistic ( x 2 ) , degrees of freedom (df), the probability ( p ) of observing
a larger test statistic, and the categories used to test are provided. The distributions being tested are presented in Fig. 2.
0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0

South fetch (km)

0.0 0.8 1.60.0 0.8

1.6

Maximum fetch (km)

Fig. 2. Frequency histograms depicting surface temperature
("C). Secchi depth (cm), total dissolved solids (gil), distance to
shore (m), shore gradient [measured as the drop in elevation
(cm) over 5 m], substrate firmness [measured as the distance
(cm) that a 32-rnm diameter wooden pole sank into the substrate when a 9.3-kg weight was placed on top of it], substrate
type, vegetation type, south fetch (km), and maximum fetch
(km) for 75 random sites (R) and presumed black crappie nest
sites (N) during June 1995 in Richmond and Brant lakes, South
Dakota. Abbreviations for substrate type are: silt (M), sand (S),
gravel (G), and rock (R). Abbreviations for vegetation type are:
none (N), submerged (S), live emergent (L), dead emergent (D),
and woody debris (W).
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Characteristic
Vegetation type

South fetch
Total dissolved solids
Substrate type
Secchi depth
Substrate firmness
Distance to shore
Surface temperature
Shore gradient
Maximum fetch
a

x2

df

P

Categories

17.1239

4

0.0018

3.5324
2.8568
4.2045
1.1688
1.0908
0.3608
0.2645
0.5492
0.0588

1
1
3
1

0.0602
0.0910
0.2402
0.2796
0.2963
0.5481
0.6070
0.7599
0.8084

None, submerged, live
emergent, dead
emergent, woody debrisa
c0.1, 20.1
~ 0 . 4 20.4
,
Silt, sand, gravel, rocka
(60, 2 6 0
<10,)-10
<5,25
<24, 2 2 4
<80, 80-119.9, 2120
c0.5, 20.5

1
1

1
2
1

These categories were chosen a pimi.
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Table 3. Statistical comparisons of habitat characteristics (see text for a description of each characteristic) between presumed black crappie nest sites
and random sites in Brant Lake sampled during June 1995.The chi-square
statistic (x2),degrees of freedom (df), the probability (0of observing a larger
test statistic, and the categories used to test are provided. The distributions
being tested are presented in Fig. 2.
Characteristic

x2

Vegetation type

72.2500 4

Substrate type
Distance to shore
Maximum fetch
Shore gradient
Substrate firmness
Surface temperature
South fetch
Secchi depth
Total dissolved solids

10.7661
9.1054
8.5161
8.0625
10.7661
9.6566
3.5745
3.0659
0.0019

a

P

df

Categories

0.0000

2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1

None, submerged, live
emergent, dead
emergent, woody debrisa
0.0046
Silt, sand, rocka

0.0025
0.0035
0.0045
0.0046
0.0080
0.0587
0.2159
0.9656

<10,210

<OX, 20.6
160,260
t10, 10-19.9,220
<21, 21-21.9,222
<O.l, 20.1
<30, 30-49.9,250
<0.6, 20.6

These categories were chosen a priori.

from prevailing south winds in Richmond Lake
(Fig. 2).
In Brant Lake, only total dissolved solids and
Secchi depth at black crappie nesting sites were
similar to the available habitat characteristics of
the natural lake (Table 3, Fig. 2). Vegetation type,
substrate type, distance to shore, maximum fetch,
shore gradient, substrate firmness, surface temperature, and south fetch at nesting sites were not
used in proportion to their availability (Table 3).
Black crappie selected nest sites with vegetation
(usually woody debris) and silt substrate in locations with warmer water that were protected from
winds in Brant Lake (Fig. 2).
Discussion

Although we were unable to verify nests, we do
not believe that weekly locations of males at the
same site were dead males or deposited transmitters. Based on earlier ultrasonic telemetry studies
of crappies (Guy et al. 1992, 1994), we expected
a high (>go%) percentage of fish to survive the
implantation process. We also believe that locating only a portion (50%) of fish with transmitters was a function of signal strength reduction
caused by vegetation, especially in Richmond
Lake. We believe that the dense cover selected by
male black crappie for nesting made it difficult
to locate these fish. Often, we had to be within
10 m of presumed nest locations to receive a signal from the transmitter, while we could receive
a signal from a fish in open water at distances
up to 1000 m. We expended over 700 worker
hours searching for nests in these two water
bodies. By the time nesting was completed by

the males, many transmitters had expired and
these fish could not subsequently be located
when they moved back into open water.
Our a priori belief that habitat differed between
Richmond and Brant lakes was correct. Of the
habitat characteristics that were analyzed, only
substrate firmness did not differ between impoundment and natural lake. Brant Lake was
sampled one week later than Richmond Lake and
is located approximately 160 km south of Richmond Lake; thus, the difference in surface temperatures between the two water bodies, with
Brant Lake being cooler than Richmond Lake, was
unexpected. The difference in water clarity (measured by Secchi depth), with Richmond Lake being
clearer, was primarily a function of biological
(algal) turbidity in Brant Lake; however, both
water bodies were affected by physical turbidity as
well. The difference in maximum and windward
south fetches between Richmond and Brant lakes
was a function of lake morphometry (i.e., Brant
Lake is a natural lake with a low shoreline development index, whereas Richmond Lake is an irregularly shaped impoundment with a high shoreline
development index). Richmond Lake offers more
areas protected from wind and wave action, which
is likely the reason that Richmond Lake had more
vegetation than Brant Lake.
Black crappie selected areas with live cattails
that were at least partially protected from south
winds to build their nests in Richmond Lake.
Otherwise, they appeared to use the other habitat characteristics for nesting in proportion to
their occurrence in the impoundment. In contrast, black crappie in Brant Lake used areas
with structure (woody debris and cattails) and
silt substrate that were well protected from wind
and wave action and had warmer water temperatures than the main lake for nesting. It is difficult to tell which of these habitat characteristics
the black crappie actually selected because measured habitat characteristics were correlated (Pope
1996). Although we determined correlation between habitat characteristics and black crappie
nest sites rather than the habitat characteristics
that the black crappie actually selected, we
speculate that the males selected nesting areas
that were protected from wind and wave action
and that also offered some type of structure for
additional protection of their nest. If our speculation is correct, then the black crappie nested in
warmer waters with silt substrate because that
was the area that offered protection from wind
and waves. Following this logic, male black crappie then neither avoided silt that could smother
their eggs nor selected warmer water that would
increase the rate of egg development.
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When comparing black crappie nesting sites between water bodies (a comparison that could not
be made statistically because available habitat differed between the two water types), black crappie
in both water bodies nested in areas that were more
protected than expected based on our a priori beliefs. In Richmond Lake, black crappie nests were
located in the middle of dense cattail stands at the
upper end of the impoundment. In addition, we
were surprised at the distance the males traveled
to nest in Richmond Lake. We initially expected
these black crappie to nest in the vicinity of their
capture sites because we thought that the woody
debris (e.g., fallen trees) found in the small coves
of the lower impoundment would provide sufficient
protection from wind and waves. We also thought
that moving to another area might be counter productive, as the males in this crowded population
would encounter additional black crappie trying to
nest. As we expected, black crappie in Brant Lake
nested in the northwest bay that provided the only
protection from wind and waves.
Mitzner (1987, 1991) examined relations between catch rates of larval crappies (<1S d old)
and nearby available spawning habitat (i-e., water
temperature, Secchi depth, substrate firmness, and
wind speed and direction) in Rathbun Lake (a
4452-ha impoundment), Iowa. He found that
water temperature was important in establishing
the threshold of spawning activity, turbidity adversely affected the abundance of larval crappies,
highest relative abundance of larval crappies was
associated with moderate substrate firmness, and
wind action and larval crappies abundance were
not significantly (P>0.05) related. In contrast,
water temperature was not related to black crappie
nest site selection in Richmond Lake; however, it
was related to black crappie nest site selection in
Brant Lake. Turbidity did not influence black crappie nesting site selection in Richmond or Brant
lakes. In Richmond Lake, substrate type and
firmness were not related to black crappie nesting
site selection, whereas black crappie selected softer
substrate (ie., silt) in Brant Lake. Black crappie in
both Richmond and Brant lakes selected areas for
nesting that were protected from prevailing south
winds.
Conclusion

Black crappie in these two South Dakota water
bodies appeared to nest in the most protected areas
available. Thus, protection from wind and wave
turbulence seems important for black crappie
when selecting spawning areas in South Dakota
waters. Furthermore, limited areas providing protection from wind and wave turbulence in Brant
188

Lake might contribute to the pattern of inconsistent recruitment historically exhibited by black
crappie in this wster body. Guy & Willis (199Sb)
found that black crappie recruitment was more
consistent in South Dakota impoundments than in
South Dakota natural lakes. Although black crappie selected the most protected areas available in
the natural lake (Brant Lake), they did not have
access to areas as protected as the nesting sites in
the impoundment (Richmond Lake). These protected areas in Brant Lake may not offer sufficient
protection from wind and waves during some
years. Habitat alterations such as the addition of
tree reefs may provide additional protection in
Brant Lake; however, substantial habitat alterations would be needed to provide protection anywhere near that available in Richmond Lake.
This study represents the first effort at specifically locating black crappie nesting sites with biotelemetry and provides some new insights into the
importance of protection from wind and wave turbulence for black crappie spawning areas. However, this study was limited by low sample size and
the inability to visually verify nests. Future research is needed to obtain a larger sample size
(both numbers of individual fish and number of
water bodies). We suggest that a useful study
would involve radio telemetry in water bodies with
low water conductivity. Radio signals are much
easier to receive than ultrasonic signals in areas
with dense vegetation (Winter 1983). In Richmond
Lake, we had great difficulty locating black crappie ;A dense cattail stands and spent much time
searching for fish in these areas; however, we were
unable to thoroughly search all extensive cattail
stands and believe that these are areas where we
missed fish (our ultrasonic transmitters worked
well in open water). Additionally, radio transmitters are much smaller and should provide much
longer battery lives for transmitters equal in size
to the ones used in this study.

Resumen
1. Con el fin de determinar 10s lugares de nidificacion de Poxomis nigromaculatus en dos lagos de Dakota del Sur, llevamos a

cabo un estudio de biotelemetria durante la primavera de 1995.
Transmisores ultrasbnicos codificados individualmente fueron
implantados en la cavidad pcritoneal de 15 machos adultos antes del desove.
2. Estudiamos las caracteristicas del habitat disponible en 75
zonas elegidas a1 azar en cada uno de 10s lagos, y lo mismo se
hizo con las caracteristicas de 10s lugares de nidificacion de
cada macho adulto que, supuestamente, se encontraba construyendo el nido. De todas las caracteristicas analizadas, so10 la
firmeza del substrato no fue distinta entre 10s cuerpos de agua.
3. En el Lago Richmond, P.nigromacululus selecciono aquellos
lugares con espadafia (Typha spp.) protegidos de 10s vientos
del sur. En el Lago Brant, la especie selecciono las zonas con
vegetacion (generalmente restos de madera) y substrato fangoso

Black crappie nesting sites
donde el agua era mas templada y a1 abrigo del viento y las
olas. Parece que la especie nidifica en las areas mas protegidas
disponibles.
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